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 Collin College professor earns U.S.
Professor of Year honor 
Sociology professor is third Collin College
faculty to earn honor in nine years.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 College offers classes just for veterans 
Collin College is introducing a new program
to help veterans transition from battlefields
and bases to classrooms and civilian life. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 'False energy': Popular drinks pose health
risk 
Energy drinks are much more than meet the eye.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Q&A: Amy McDonald 
World-class tumbler -- and Collin College
student -- Amy McDonald fields queries from
Cougar News. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 Podcasts with Pearl, Huffnagle, Lehrer added

Cougarcast talks with noted visiting
writers and scholars. Got an idea or want
to help? Let us know. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 College News 
A ton of student accolades, including some alumni making
it big. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Campus Dates 
With the year winding down, events heat up.
[Click Here for Full Story] 
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Haven't you heard the word? And can you figure out a
first-grade homework assignment? 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Cougar Sports Corner 
It's fall, so it's time for sports.
[Click Here for Full Story] 
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Collin College professor earns U.S.
Professor of Year honor 

The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching and the
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE) named
Collin College sociology professor
Dr. Tracey McKenzie U.S. Professor
of the Year at a ceremony in
Washington D.C. The highly-coveted
award is considered the pinnacle of
collegiate teaching, and Dr.
McKenzie’s honor marks an
unprecedented third national winner
at Collin College in nine years.
 
Two years ago, developmental math professor Dr.
Rosemary Karr was, like McKenzie, named U.S. Professor
of the Year, and theatre professor Brad Baker secured the
honor in 2000. The CASE/Carnegie competition also
spotlighted Collin College psychology instructor Jennifer
O’Loughlin Brooks in 2006 as Texas’ top college or
university professor.
 
“Our faculty members have established a tradition of
excellence. Dr. McKenzie's U.S. Professor of the Year win
exemplifies this, and it is even more appropriate that it is
during our 25th anniversary year,” Dr. J. Robert Collins,
chairman of the college’s Board of Trustees said. “We
applaud all of our faculty members who excel in teaching,
service and innovation in our classrooms—whether the
classroom be actual or virtual.”
 
According to college president Cary Israel, Collin College is
the only community college in the country with three
national winners, and only two institutions—Williams
College and Kansas State University—are home to three
honorees. “We are delighted that our faculty members have
been recognized at this level. Dr. McKenzie brings
excellence to the classroom and to every project she plays
a role in planning,” Israel said.
 
In fact, he credits her expertise in the field of learning
communities, which pairs courses for joint teaching by
faculty in two or more disciplines, as a factor in Collin
College winning the national Bellwether Award for
innovation in 2001. “Dr. McKenzie is a pillar of knowledge
in learning communities. She is an energetic scholar who
leads by example.”
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Dr. McKenzie chaired the Learning Communities program
and directed the college’s quality enhancement plan in
addition to teaching in the Student Leadership Academy.
She has served as African-American History Month
coordinator, service-learning campus coordinator and is an
active contributor to the Book-In-Common project along
with New Student Orientation and the Cultivating Scholars
research initiative.
 
“I am deeply grateful to receive this award from The
Carnegie Foundation and CASE. There is no greater honor
than to be recognized for my art, my passion and my
purpose,” said Dr. McKenzie. “My students make each day
a novel and exhilarating experience. They keep me
grounded, and they inspire me. It is an honor to
momentarily be a part of their lives.”
 
Students sing the praises of Dr. McKenzie as well.
Nicholas Palmer, a former student who is now an attorney,
said, “Professor McKenzie encourages her students to
question what they know about the world, not so they will
view the world as she does, but so they may build an
understanding from their own perspective.”
 
Tracey McKenzie received a Ph.D. in sociology from the
University of North Texas, where she also earned a
master’s degree in sociology, a bachelor’s degree in
interdisciplinary social sciences and a bachelor’s degree in
English literature.
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Veterans -- and students -- Denys
Kendall (left) and Rick Blodgett.
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College offers classes just for veterans 
Collin College is introducing
a new program to help
veterans transition from
battlefields and bases to
classrooms and civilian life.
 
This spring, Collin College
will offer four core classes –
Government 2301, Speech
1211, U.S. History 1302 and
Psychology 1301 – to only
veterans. 
 
All four classes will be
Tuesday and Thursdays
starting at 7 a.m. and all
finish by 12:45 p.m. The classes are only at the Preston
Ridge Campus, 9700 Wade Blvd. in Frisco. Only 18 seats
are open in each section. 
 
Class curriculum will meet the same learning outcomes for
all students in government, history, speech and
psychology, but will include additional topics that are of
interest to students who are veterans.
 
In addition, the classes are “military-friendly” with
professors practicing research-driven best practices and
who are aware of special circumstances such as impending
deployment of students.
 
Nick Morgan will teach the government class in the spring.
He also served as a captain in the U.S. Army from 1980-
83. He said his government class will cover the Veteran’s
Administration processes, how government policy affects
veterans and other pertinent issues.
 
“We want to demonstrate our appreciation to returning
veterans as they continue to sacrifice both away and at
home,” Morgan said. “We’re trying to make their transition
of being at home easier. I know that when I left the
military, I appreciated the extra steps everyone took on my
behalf.”
 
Veterans are filling college and university classrooms in
record numbers. For the fall 2009 semester, more than 500
veterans registered for classes at Collin College. That
marks a 20 percent increase over last year. That number
is expected to go even higher.
 
The veteran’s classes will open for registration starting
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Tuesday, Dec. 1. A student must be registered with Collin
College as a veteran to register for these classes. To
register as a veteran with the college, call the dean of
academic affairs office at 972.377.1725.
 
Registration for students with 50+ hours at Collin College
begins Tuesday, Dec. 1; 30+ hours, Wednesday, Dec. 2;
and 10+ hours, Thursday, Dec. 3. Hours are based on
credits earned at Collin College. All students can register
starting Friday, Dec. 4 through Thursday, Jan. 21. The
spring semester begins Tuesday, Jan. 19.
 
Registration at Collin College can be done through
CougarWeb. Students can find a log-in button to
CougarWeb at the college’s website or go directly to
http://cougarweb.ccccd.edu. Then go to the "Registration
Tools" channel on the home tab. For help logging into the
portal, call the Student Help Desk at 972.377.1777.
 
For more information about registration and admissions,
visit www.ccccd.edu/gettingstarted/register/.
 
For more information about the veterans program, contact
the dean of academic affairs office at 972.377.1725.
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'False energy': Popular drinks pose
health risk 
Tony Airhart, professor of physical education, would rather
his students drink soda than this popular refreshment.

He calls sodas such as Dr Pepper, Coca-Cola, Sprite and
Mountain Dew the “lesser of two evils” compared to energy
drinks, the multi-billion industry that hangs its hat on “all
natural” labels when it comes to their ingredients that
provide its users with the caffeinated “high.”

According to Airhart, it’s about the devil you know versus
the devil you don’t know.

“I’ve always stayed on top of fad-type stuff,” Airhart said.
“What I’ve noticed in the last year is how many students
are walking around drinking this stuff. I talked about it in
my classes all the time, but they don’t really listen to me. I
started looking into it and quizzing students as to what they
do and how many they drink and looking around campus
and looking at what's sold on campus.”

Essentially, Airhart said, energy drinks – like Monster, Red
Bull – have caffeine. Not so different from a cup of coffee.

However, the concoction has more caffeine than meets the
eye. Natural ingredients such as guarana, bitter orange,
tuarene and cola nuts/leaves are added in. Unbeknownst to
many, these supplements, too, are caffeine.

“It’s all of the other things that sound good but are basically
caffeine. According to one research article, one drink had
330 times the amount of caffeine and caffeine-type
products that coffee does,” Airhart said. “ It’s a false
energy. I call them false energy drinks.

At the Central Park Campus alone, eight different energy
drinks are vended.

“We’re creating a Red Bull generation. It’s something as
we, as a department, teach against. There are some real
problems with this stuff,” he said.

Airhart notes that there isn’t any long-term research
conducted because, well, energy drinks of this caliber
haven’t been around for that long. He also noted that in
moderation – like many things – these drinks are fine, but
the problem lies in that your body builds a resistance to
the caffeine and one drink doesn’t create the buzz it once
did. Thus, the use escalates. One becomes two, two
becomes three and so forth.
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The energy drink basically raises one's heart rate and
blood pressure. For example, if one slams a Red Bull
before a work out, the heart rate increases from the drink
alone. Throw in 30 minutes on the treadmill and the heart
rate increases even further. Eventually, if this practice is
done repeatedly, the body gets used to the heart rate
being this high and it doesn’t allow the blood pressure and
heart rate to come back down. This can lead to future
cardiovascular complications.

Also, the “false energy” prevents the body from properly
absorbing fluids and nutrients such as vitamins and
minerals. All, Airhart said, are essential for all bodily
functions including converting calories to energy. Without
proper absorption of fluids, the body can become
dehydrated.

The difference between the many brands of energy drinks
is the cocktail of caffeine and caffeine-type stimulants
used. One drink might have guarana, bitter orange and
cola nuts. Another might have cola nuts, tuarene and
guarana.

The other issue, Airhart noted, is that the FDA does not
require energy drink manufacturers to tell users what
exactly is in the drink because these different ingredients
are natural, despite the fact that they may be harmful.

Airhart said a Snickers and Coke is better than an energy
drink (although he’d prefer a student partake of an apple
and water).

“I’d rather students drink sodas because it’s the lesser of
two evils. You know what you’re getting,” he said. “There’s
some standard in processing through the FDA with colas.
It’s easier to convince student to drink fewer sodas. To tell
them you need to drink no energy drinks or just one energy
drink … they listen to advertising and marketing.

"Just don’t drink any. I don’t even think in limited amounts.
It’s moderation. When it comes to energy drinks, even if
you drink in moderation you don’t know what you're taking
in because they don’t have to tell you that. My solution is
to not just do it. Drink water. Drink sports drinks."
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Q&A: Amy McDonald 
Amy McDonald, of McKinney, is a full-time student at Collin
College. However, she's got a lot more on her plate. She's
also a world-class tumbler having competed around the
world. She graciously took time to talk to Cougar News
about her sport, her experiences, attitude and goals. 

When did you get into
tumbling? When did you start
competing?
I got into tumbling when I was
three years old. My mom couldn’t
handle me jumping on her
furniture so she said time for
gymnastics. I competed for the
first time when I was five years
old in Illinois. Since then I
haven’t stopped competing. I
love competing not necessarily
being in front of all those people,
but I love the sense of accomplishment it gives you when
you complete a pass.
 
How would you describe tumbling?
It’s really hard to describe tumbling, it’s easier to show
people what it is versus describing it. But if I had to
describe it I would say that we tumble on a floor that is
120 feet long and is made of foam and fiber glass rods.
The rods give it spring so that we can go higher. We start
at the beginning of the floor and run and doing eight
continuous flips down the floor and land on our feet in the
landing zone. The flips are generally fast and long,
sometimes you do two flips in the air before you land on
your feet. You can also add twisting to any flip as well to
make it more difficult.
 
What do you like about tumbling?
Tumbling is a blast. I think it’s the closest thing to flying, I
hardly touch my hands on the floor during my tumbling
passes. The feeling you get when you fly down the floor is
amazing. I also like that it is a unique sport, not many
people can do what we do on a regular basis. It is gaining
popularity, which is great. I know that one day the world
will know what power tumbling is, and I wait for that day to
happen so I can say I did that. The other part of tumbling I
like is the fact that I get to travel throughout the United
States and the world for competitions. Seeing the world
and meeting amazing people that have turned into lifelong
friends is amazing.
 
What are you educational goals? What are your career
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goals?
I would like to get my degree in teaching. I would like to
teach high school or middle school. I haven’t determined
what subject. My career goal is to be a head coach of a
tumbling and trampoline program in a local gym. I love my
sport and I want to stay active in it and help kids love it as
much as I do.
 
You recently competed in Russia. What was the
competition and describe your experience.
The competition was the World Championships for
Trampoline and Tumbling. My experience was
unforgettable. I competed with three other very talented
American athletes. Together we formed the USA Women’s
Tumbling team.  We all competed in the preliminary
competition and after we were done the team was in fourth
heading into finals the next day. For the finals only three of
the four girls compete, so one girl has to sit and cheer her
teammates on. It was a very difficult decision but in the
end I decided that in order for our team to be contenders
for a medal, I would need to let the other three girls
compete and I would need to cheer them on. Ultimately
that is the decision I made, I stepped down and allowed
the girls to shine but I was there with them every step of
the way cheering them on. In the end the girls hit their
passes and we won the silver medal. Words cannot
describe how it feels to be on the awards stand and see
your flag raised and know that your team in the second
best team in the country. It’s an unbelievable feeling that I
will always remember. I was proud to be a part of it.  
 
In addition to competing, you coach kids at a local
gym. What lessons do you pass along to those kids?
I love coaching kids. The way their face lights up when
they learn a new skill and get to show their parents is
amazing. I have learned discipline, hard work, confidence,
and to simply have fun and smile all the time. I would love
to pass any and all of those things onto the kids I teach. I
have never been the super competitive person, most of the
time I have a huge smile on my face just simply enjoying
the moment. I try to teach my athletes that winning isn’t
everything and that they can do anything they want if they
just believe. I am a very driven person, so I try to sit down
with my athletes and have them set goals and then we
evaluate what needs to be done to help them achieve their
goals.
 
What attributes do you think competition and
gymnastics have instilled in you?
I know I have become a more confident, driven and a
hard-working individual because of gymnastics. This sport
has given me an opportunity to really find myself and
become confident with who I am. It also has taught me that
there is more to life than just competing and that one
person can make a difference. I am extremely grateful for
my parents for putting me in the sport and for the many
coaches in my life that pushed me to believe in my talents
and abilities. I never dreamed of doing the things I have
done. Three world medals were not in the plan, but after I
saw what I could do I made a goal, and everyone pushed
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me to achieve it. My motto has always been “Believe to
Achieve,” and that motto will always stay with me no
matter what I am doing.
 
As a gymnast, what is your foremost memory?
I have lots of memories as a gymnast, right now my
foremost memory is Russia because I just got back.
However if I need to pick a memory I would say when I
won my first Senior Elite competition. The competition was
called Pan American Championships in Florida. I have
never been the most competitive person. For me if I go to
a competition and land all of my passes on my feet I am
completely happy. So that is exactly what I did this meet,
when I finished my final pass and walked back to my
coach, he just picked me up and spun me around. We
cried and smiled, then I got my medal and listened to the
national anthem while I was holding my medal. I remember
looking into the audience and seeing my coach and
knowing that I did it. I will never forget that moment, it was
at this meet that I really gained confidence in my abilities
as a senior elite athlete on the USA National Team.
 
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Oh wow, I don’t tend to think that far down the road, but I
hope to have my bachelor’s degree in teaching, and I hope
to be the head coach of tumbling and trampoline program
here in Texas. I also hope to be a member of some of the
USA Gymnastics committees so I can help further this
great sport. The ultimate thing that I would like to see
happen in my lifetime is to see tumbling be added as an
Olympic sport. It deserves to be put in and I know one day
it will happen and I hope that I can go and be a part of that
moment.
 
Who did you look up to growing up and competing?
My parents have always been my inspiration, but growing
up I remember one person that never let me give up and
ultimately was a key player in my success. His name is
Jared Olsen. He has been my teammate since I moved to
Utah when I was seven years old. I saw him every day at
the gym, we tumbled together, we traveled to meets
together, etc. Basically he turned into my older brother/best
friend. As with any sport things can get hard and
sometimes you just want to give up, Jared never let me do
that. He always saw my potential and would always tell me
tomorrow is a new day. I watched Jared compete at a
World Championships, and I remember going up to him
and saying I wanted to do that. He told me to do it. So that
is what I did. I will be forever grateful for Jared and how he
inspired me to dream big and to never give up until I
achieved my goals.
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Podcasts with Pearl, Huffnagle, Lehrer
added 
Cougarcast is back.
 
Collin College’s podcast – www.ccccd.edu/podcasts -- is
rolling out new editions including recent conversations with
this year’s Book-in-Common author Matthew Pearl,
probiotics expert Gary Huffnagle and noted writer and
scholar Jonah Lehrer.
 
Cougarcast is always looking for new and interesting
stories to tell and people to tell them.
 
If you have an idea or want to help out with the
Cougarcast, e-mail nyoung@ccccd.edu.
 
As always, all new and old Cougarcasts can be found at
www.ccccd.edu/podcasts.
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College News 
The Applied Graphic Design (AGDT) program was
selected as school of the month by the Dallas Society of
Visual Communications (DSVC). Founded in 1957 as the
Dallas/Fort Worth Art Directors Club, the DSVC adopted its
new name in 1975 and broadened its scope to include
writers, photographers, illustrators, broadcast producers,
Internet professionals and vendors and suppliers. Collin
College professor Laura Flores and part-time professors
Ray-Mel Cornelius and Tom Lout and 10 Collin College
students attended the November 2009 meeting and
showcased the college’s AGDT program.

Alicia Huppe, associate dean of Recruitment
and Programs for New Students, was elected
to serve as vice president for administration for
the Texas Association of College and
University Student Personnel Administrators
(TACUSPA). TACUSPA is an association of
administrators, staff, students and other
interested in the professional administration of
student affairs programs in higher education and dedicated
to the development of the student affairs profession in the
state of Texas.

Brent Forrest, convergence technology student, and Brett
McCormick, former convergence technology student, co-
presented “Project-Based Case-Based Learning, a Student
Perspective” during the conference student showcase at the
annual National Science Foundation Advanced Technical
Education Conference in Washington, D.C.

Student Amy McDonald, of McKinney, was
named to the USA World Championships
Women’s Tumbling Team in September,
which finished second in the World
Championships in St. Petersburg, Russia in
November.

Former Collin College theatre student Brian
J. Smith stars as Lt. Matthew Scott in the Sci Fi Channel
series Stargate Universe, which debuted this fall. Fellow
former theatre student Kim Whalen stars as Luisa in the
Broadway musical, The Fantasticks.

Collin College’s chapter of the National Society for
Leadership and Success, Sigma Alpha Pi, includes more
than 250 students after debuting this fall. The society totals
80,000 students nationwide at 223 colleges and universities.
The organization promotes leadership and success through
civic engagement, and volunteerism, in addition to a series
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of lectures, training sessions and meetings.

Gubernatorial candidate Kay Bailey Hutchison spoke at a
biotech lab at the Spring Creek Campus Nov. 24. She
spoke about improving education, including advancement in
technology, recruiting quality teachers, helping local school
districts and curbing dropout rates.  

Elaine Stewart, coordinator of Job Location/Development
and Career Services, was chosen to participate during a
presentation to a 12-member University Career Counseling
Delegation from the top universities in China as part of an
initiative of the National Student Employment Association.
Stewart joined representatives from other area universities
including SMU and The University of Texas at Dallas. 

PAUSE hosts marijuana legalization debate

The Prevent Abuse/Use of Substances through Education committee and
Student Life helped set up and arrange for this year's student debate on the
topic of legalizing marijuana, Nov. 12, at the Preston Ridge Campus. Student
debaters who had been preparing for this event provided a professional
debate, each presenting their facts as to why marijuana should or should not
be legalized. About 264 students, faculty, staff and community members
attend this event.
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Campus Dates 
The Institute for Hospitality and Culinary Education has
scheduled a number of student orientations from November
through January. Attending at least one orientation is
required for any student interested in taking a culinary or
pastry arts lab class. The orientations are scheduled for:  6
p.m., Wednesday, Dec. 2; 1 p.m., Friday, Dec. 4; 1 p.m.,
Tuesday, Jan. 5; 6 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 5; and 6 p.m.,
Monday, Jan. 11 All orientations will be at the Preston
Ridge Campus Alumni Hall, Room A150. For more
information, visit
www.ccccd.edu/academics/programs/culinaryarts.html.
 
The New Music Ensemble will perform at THE ARTS
Gallery at 8 p.m., Wednesday, Dec. 2. The event is free
and open to the public. 

Humanities students will host their departmental exhibit
from 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Friday, Dec. 4, at the Spring Creek
Campus atrium. The exhibit is free and open to the public.
The exhibit will feature the creative projects from fall 2009
Humanities 1301 students, and will include music,
photography, poetry, and various forms of visual art.
Refreshments will be served between 2-4 p.m. In addition,
the Honors Institute Showcase is set from 1-3 p.m., in
the Spring Creek Campus atrium. The showcase is an
event for the students in Honors courses to showcase the
research projects they have been working on all semester.
 
Collin Theatre Center will present The Boxer,
written and directed by Matt Lyle, Thursday, Dec.
3-Sunday Dec. 13. The Boxer is a unique
theatrical event inspired by the classic silent
films of Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton. The
Boxer is a silent play complete with title and
dialogue projections, live musical
accompaniment, outrageous physical feats and a
modern take on classic comedy. The Boxer will
be presented by the Collin Theatre Center at
Collin College, in the John Anthony Theatre.
Performances are Dec. 3-5 and Dec. 9-12 at 8
p.m., with matinees Dec. 6 and 12-13 at 2:15
p.m. Tickets are $8 for general admission and
$6 for students and senior citizens. For tickets 
call 972.881.5100 or visit
www.collintheatrecenter.com.

The Fall Jazz Concert is slated for 8 p.m.,
Saturday, Dec. 5, at the John Anthony
Theatre. For more information, contact Kris Berg,
chair of the jazz program, at kberg@ccccd.edu.  
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The Musical Theatre Ensemble will perform at 8 p.m.,
Monday, Dec. 7, at the John Anthony Theatre. The event is
free and open to the public.
 
The Woodwind and Keyboard Ensemble has slated a
concert at 8 p.m., Tuesday, Dec. 8, at the John Anthony
Theatre. The event is free and open to the public.

The Fall Music Showcase is set for 8 p.m., Friday, Dec.
11, at the John Anthony Theatre. The event is free and
open to the public.

The Health Information Technology and
Billing/Coding/Transcription programs will host a free
information session from 6:30-8 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 5, at
the Central Park Campus, Room D106a. 
 
Application for the prestigious Jack Kent Cooke
Foundation Undergraduate Transfer Scholarship is
open. Collin College’s internal deadline for nomination for
the scholarship is Monday, Jan. 4, 2010. Up to two transfer
students from Collin College may be nominated to the Jack
Kent Cooke Foundation by its Tuesday, Jan. 26, 2010
deadline. For more information, contact Stephanie Hanson,
Collin College’s Jack Kent Cook Foundation representative,
at shanson@ccccd.edu or call 972.985.3734. Or visit
http://transferu.ccccd.edu/jackkentcookescholarship.pdf or
www.jkcf.org. 
 
The fourth annual Salsa Stand-Off is 3 p.m., Tuesday,
Feb. 9, at the Spring Creek Campus atrium. The event will
feature salsa and chips from local restaurants and Collin
College faculty, staff and students. In addition, there will be
light hors d’oeuvres, entertainment, a bake sale and door
prizes. The event is free.
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Cougar Links 
Thanks to all of those who have given feedback to Cougar
Links and have shared some of their favorite things online
with the rest of the college.
 
If you’d like to share, send any links to
mrobinson@ccccd.edu.

Bird Is The Word
Mesmerizing website with fantastic bird photos. Must have
Flash, FYI. 

Deciphering A First Grader's Homework
Maybe. Surely someone in higher education understands
it. 
Guessing Game, From Above
Just in case you need to waste 10 minutes.
 
‘Army’s Hidden Treasures’
The CBS News Sunday Morning is one of the best shows
no one’s watching. A fascinating look at art commissioned
by the U.S. Army that sits in a basement out of the world’s
eye.
 
Geeking Out on Pinball
A blog – run by two university professors – delves into the
economics of pinball.
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Patsevich signs on with SMU

Aliaksei Patsevich, Collin  College freshman guard, signs a letter of intent with
SMU.

Tennis squads work with Special Olympians

The men’s and women’s tennis teams recently hosted their annual Special
Olympics event with My Possibilities,  providing exhibitions and playing with
Special Olympians. The players also participated in a fundraising tournament,
which over three years has raised $30,000 for the My Possibilities project.
This was the eighth year the Collin College students have participated
working with the Special Olympians.

****
Lady Cougars start off 3-1

Collin College 90, Lon Morris 67
Taylor Murray scored 20 and Porscha Jewell scored 19 as
the Lady Cougars made more than 50 percent of their shots
including 11 three pointers. Collin College also collected 17
steals, led by Erin Lewis with four. 

Collin College 105, Tyler Junior College 104
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Murray, again, paced the Lady Cougars with 42 points on
13 of 19 shooting including six three pointers and going 10
of 13 from the charity stripe. Donna Jackson notched her
first double-double of the year with 22 points and 12
rebounds. Lewis chipped in 10 assists and Jewell had 12
points. 

Kilgore College 87, Collin College 76
Collin College was outrebounded (29-23) and Kilgore had
11 steals and six blocks to help get the win. The Lady
Cougars were helped with balanced scoring from Jackson
(18), Murray (18), Checa Simon (15) and Lexie Ray (10). 

Upcoming games:
5:30 p.m. – Spring Creek Campus – Wednesday, Dec. 2 –
Angelina College
2 p.m. – Spring Creek Campus – Saturday, Dec. 5 –
Southern Shreveport
2 p.m. – Spring Creek Campus – Saturday, Dec. 12 – Paris
Junior College

****
Cougars start fast at 5-2
 
Collin College 114, Oklahoma Baptist University 48
The Cougars got seven or more points from 10 different
players and outrebounded OBU 44-18.
 
Collin College 74, Jacksonville College 66
Aliaksei Patsevich had 18 points and Terry Corprew added
15 in the win. The Cougars had 15 three pointers and held
Jacksonville to 34 percent shooting.
 
Collin College 60, Oklahoma Tonhawa 56
Amos Wilson had 16 points and nine rebounds as the
Cougars started 3-0. Despite shooting 30 percent from the
field, the Cougars hit the free-throw line 31 times, hitting 21.

Collin College 110, Tomball 55

San Jacinto 74, Collin College 65 
 
Collin College 68, Richland College 65
Filip Stanic came off the bench to score 17, including three
three pointers. Danny Agelese put forth his second double-
digit rebounding game with 11 rebounds and six blocks.
 
Jacksonville College 81, Collin College 76
Jacksonville exacted their revenge with an overtime win.
Lamb Autrey had 24 points and nine rebounds. The
Cougars hit just two of 17 three pointers and missed nine
free throws.

Upcoming Lady Cougar games:
7:30 p.m. - Spring Creek Campus - Wednesday, Dec. 2 -
Eastfield College
2 p.m. - Irving - Saturday, Dec. 5 - Northlake College
2 p.m. - Dallas - Wednesday, Dec. 9 - Mountain View
College
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2 p.m. - Mesquite - Saturday, Dec. 12 - Eastfield College
2 p.m. - Spring Creek Campus - Wednesday, Dec. 30 -
Brookhaven College
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